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Sweet Home Halaska
T

here was once a world called 

Halaska that was half very 

hot and dry and half very cold. 

The two sides were connected by a 

giant rainbow. There was a lollipop 

forest, a gumdrop desert, chocolate 

hills and trees, and ice cream snow.  

The skies were golden blue and filled 

with dinosaur clouds that would rain 

swords and horses. The air was hot 

and heavy like lava and despite all the 

sweets around, it usually smelled like 

rotten eggs.

 The foul smell came from huge, 

heavy, triangle-shaped Jeffy plants. 

They were gold and blue and their 

stems were shaped like swords. They 

each had a mouth-like opening that 

emitted a smell similar to that of 

horse manure.

 Halaska was home to a special 

animal called the Unilizoworf, a 

rainbow donut lizard unicorn that 

could turn into a wolf lizard unicorn 

when it visited the snowy side. They 

had pastel green, blue, and white 

unicorn horns, wolf ears and tails, 

and strawberry-mint flavored donuts. 

They liked to ride the rainbow that 

separated the snowy and hot sides of 

the world.

 The roads were candy bowling 

alleys with candy bar pins and the 

sidewalks were chocolate basketball 



courts. So in order to not disturb 

people’s bowling games, the candy 

cars floated in the air. People also 

used the chocolate rivers to get 

around, either by swimming or in 

chocolate boats. There was also an 

abundance of candy portals for quick 

trips, and access to time machines for 

more complicated adventures.

 In addition to the chocolate 

rivers there were blue gelatin lakes 

and oceans. There were also rainbow 

candy lakes and the occasional pool 

of liquid nitrogen. Between the more 

lethal sword and horse rain were 

storms of dinosaur eggs that tasted 

like sour vanilla. Most people drank 

soda with flavors like flowermello 

(flowers and marshmallow), oreo, and 

Popsicle. 

 Valam called Halaska home. She 

had beautiful candy hair that was 

always in a french braid, light blue 

candy eyes, licorice eyelashes, rose 

gold lips, and french fry fingers with 

ketchup and mustard nail polish. Her 

outfit was decorated to look like the 

galaxy. She lived in her diary and was 

a princess but didn’t know it. She was 

a famous singer, was super sweet, 

very helpful, and never stole anyone 

else’s candy.

 Beast Boy ‘07 was Valam’s 

friend. He was funny, weird, buff, 

scary, and hairy. He had wavy black 

and blonde hair, one black eye and 

one blue, wore black and white Nike 

clothes and Jordan shoes. He lived in a 

gingerbread mansion on a lake island 

and had a golden diamond sword 

that could transform into any tool he 

needed. He had wings and could fly or 



float in his chocolate bugatti. He had 

a lot of friends and he helped protect 

people from bad guys. He could revive  

good guys and saved people and 

animals from danger.

 Evil Dee Francis also lived in 

this world in a lair under the gelatin 

ocean, it was invisible to everyone 

but her. She had glowing red eyes, 

dark red gold skin, wore a cape, and 

could shapeshift. People often didn’t 

recognize her except for her glowing 

eyes. She could also poop money and 

chocolate coins. No one knew the 

details but she had a bad history and 

so they usually stayed away.

 One person who wasn’t scared 

away by Evil Dee was Black Mub 

Mouth. He had green skin, a blonde 

mohawk that grew longer every 

day, a marked face, and a long curly 

mustache. He had 3 legs and 15 toes 

on each foot and wore a brown shirt 

and white shorts. His special powers 

included morphing into any object, 

flying, super-jumping, could move 

with superspeed, and had amazing 

nun chuck skills. He lived in the 

lollipop forest but would often head 

to visit Evil Dee Francis who was his 

friend and cousin.

 One day he and Dee were hanging 

out on the shore of the gelatin ocean 

just spending some time together. 

Dee was thinking about her past and 

feeling sour.

 Just then Valam and Beastboy ‘07 

spotted them and decided it was time 

to confront them about Dee’s past and 

the safety of their world...






